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Chat Corner Jessica Biddlecombe

Hi CPer's

We have to thank Denis Daly for the years of work he has put in to getting out the "FlyTrap News.

Unfortunately the favourable arrangement Denis had for printing of FlyTrap News ceased prior to the publication ol
Vol 12 No 1. The onus ofthe September lssue was a combined effort by Denis and Ken Harper ffhanks Ken). Any

ideas and offers would be most welcome. (Ed. See editorial note.)

ln September I gave a talk on potting Sarra's. I hope someone learnt something.

Denis Daly talked on fertrlising plants in October. This sparked debate on whether to fertilise or not. This is a

matter for the individual. Peter Biddlecombe fertrlisers his plants wrth Osmocote plus 12 month slow release. He has

no problems and people have always praised his collection. Thanks Denis.

ln November Robert Gibson showed us more slides of his travels. What an experience and I felt as if I was

there finding those plants. One does not realise the vast variety of Droseras in Australia and wonder why they are

not in more people's collections. Robert showed us Eric Green's colleciion (in south Africa). When we saw his

Heliamphoras we were envious, There were so many and Robert told us that Eric didn't know what he would do with

them all. Unfortunately we ran out of time on the night s0 maybe we can coax Robert back anolher time.

After many years with a drought of new CP Books there recenlly has been a proliferation of publications put

out, Nepenthes of Boneo by Dr. Charles Clarke, Pitcher Plants of Boneo by Anthea Phillips and Anthony Lamm,

Carnivorous Plants by Tony Camilleri and Savage garden by Peter D'Amato. Each book has its fine points and were

much needed as new information on plants became available. Allen Lowrie's third book has been delayed again and

maybe it will be a New Year surpnse.

Peter and I visited Nathan and David (the boys from Bundanoon). lls always a pleasure to see them (not

only for David's scones because David's pot of Flava's were spectacular. A full pot of pitchers with a complete ring of
flowers around the outside were just stunning. (Ed:- See Nathan's article on rhizom€ notching in this issue.)

Then onto his red purpurea's - picture perfect, large deep red pitchers with a mass of flowers. His

Heliamphora's were spot on. I wanted to take his whole collection, Nathan must have a green thumb as he is also
great wrth seeds -- Am I envious ------ YES!!!

At the point of writing this artrcle I have seen a few photos taken at the Victorian Society's show held at

"Collectors Corner'. From these photos I was impressed with the plants shown as well as from the few that were

purchased down there but I was told there were not many Nepenthes and something's were disappointjng.

As I was not there (big disappointrnent) I cannot comment but can only say if they had the unstable weather
in Melbourne as we have had in Sydney I can understand the lack of growth on some plants.

Peter and I grow everything outside (no glasshouse) and as where my Sarra's originally came into season

with a flourish they have now gone back into winter mode because of the cold nights. Our Nepenthes are also

waitrng for the warmer weather as I am.

As usual Peter took in Nepenthes for sale at the November meeting and Helmut and Jose bought in a

mixture of plants to sell. We need more of this as it adds interest and helps others to increase their collection. Maybe

we should have a door prize each meeting? Other ideas would be helpful. Talks, door prizes and plants for sale all

go to making meetings more rewarding for members.

I have nominated myself as librarian. I will package all the other Society magazines etc., in 'time period"

groups and members will be able to borrow them for the month. I will prepare a summary of the "tip bits' in the back

copies (and current issues .... current time group) and make a report at each meeting.
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There are a few members who are making it to our meetings and lots more who can't come but we welcome

you all. To the oldies of the Society who have not been able to come we would love to hear from you.

This year Kirstie kindly volunteered her place as the Christmas meeting for the Society.

What a SUCCESSIII The Christmas "Swap meet and competition" day at Kirstie Wulf and Ben Schulefs

place was the social event of the year. Kirstie had certificates printed for the different categories and had made

stained glass plaques for prizes. The Society donated a book and thank you Richard, Philippe and Peter who

donated plants for prizes.

We started the day with the competitions and I am glad I was not a judge as there were so many impressive

specinrens. The novelty events were fun and I wonder which member we lost as there was only a gashed finger left

in a Nepenthes piicher. I was disappointed the judges were not bribable as I promised them all sort of things but to

no avail. I did win the "plant look alike" with my Dionaea muscipula var plasticii - They all said I was snappy and

crabbyl! !

There were good plants for sale and everyone took advantage of this. After the fun of the competitions Ben

lired up the barbecue and everyone seftled down for lunch. Although it was verv hot that day we had a very large

turnout (see cover photograph). The Species Orchid and Carnivorous Plant Society of the lllawarra was well

represented and though I think Peter Fey will not live down the fact that he "forgot" to inform his wife Margaret of the

competitions and to bring her plants. Shame, Shame Peter.

It was such a good day we already had an offer of a venue at Teny Nicholl's place at Blaxland for next year.

This venue and others we can discuss in the first few months of the new year as well as organising the plant

competitions so everyone can groom their plants for the various groupings. Also being such a success this should

lead to many other social events even over the year.

Thank you Kirstie and Ben for allowing the use of your place and thank you one and all for the effort

everyone put into the day. We had a great time.

We have new members up the mountains way - Teny Nicholls (Blaxland) and Chris Schell and Leah

(Richmond). So I hope that all those who live up the mountains made yourself known at the Christrnas meet and

swapped phone numbers. I realise a lot of members do not get to participate as much as they would like to do so the

more members in your area the better for you.

Those who come to the meetings at Woodstock please note that while we were usually in the old kitchen

(with the antique stove), under Woodstock's rules, we could allocated any room on any particular night. For 1999 it is

anticipated that we will be frequenting the room opposite the ground floor kitchen (the new operational one) more

often than the old kitchen.

From us to you we wish you all the best for Chnsfmas and the new year. May your plants eat well and grow

well.

Your Friendly ??

Cper

Jessica

Editorial Note:- Don't all run for cover. We are not looking for a new editor. lt is only the favourable anangements I had for printing of

nylrapnewsthat Ihavebeenunabletonraintain. Iquiteenjoybeingeditor,despitehavingtowrilemostollhearticles MoveoverJessica

and peter for it looks like I arn about to join you rnd put.i in living the 'easy life". My chances of my being able to lake a redundancy

package and retire eady from the rat race created by the "economic rationalists' and their ilk are looking betler day by day'

Then I will have ample time to spend as editor of FTN, when I am not trudging about looking for CP's, TC'ing, fossicking,

exploring and generally enjoying myself.

You will note that Jessica's generous gesture of volunteenng to be the libranan has been accepted by the committee. We look

foMard to her reports of items ol interest in other joumals at each meeting.

A Literature Studv ofthe Carnivorous Plants of Madagascar

Robert Gibson

The island of Madagascar is well known for its amazing flora, with a high level of endemism. The followlng review is

based primarily on published literature, and is supplemented by my own study of relevant herbarium specimens. The

carnivorous plant flora comprises six species of Drosera, one species of Genlisea, lS species of Uticulaia and 2

species ofNepenlhes. 0f these, three are endemic to the island: Drosera humbefiii, Nepenthes madagascaiensis

and N. masoa/ensis. A summary of the plant species is presented below, with distribution maps, and a brief account

on the geological history of this remarkable island.

Geology and Physiology
Madagascar has a land area of approximately 600 000 square kilometres and has a long and remarkable geological

and biological history.

The ancient granite core formed when the island was part of the same continental mass as Africa and lndia.

Approximately 200 million years ago the Mozambique channel opened, physically separating proto-Madagascar

from the African mainland. Then approximately 90 million years ago extensive volcanic activity occurred along what

rapidly became the eastern margin of Madagascar as the lndian subcontinent separated. Madagascar, was then

physically separated from any other landmass and the flora and fauna evolved in isolaton. Over 8% of the ca. 10,

000 recorded species of flowering plants on the island are endemic. Further details of this remarkable biota are

available in Battitini and Richard-Vindard (1972).

The island is distrncfly asymmetrical in profile with a dramatic line of steep slopes and cliffs bordering the narrow

eastern coastal plain. The central mountain range has generally subdued relief. With the exception of four massifs,

composed of erosion+esistant ancient granite and relatively recently built volcanic edifices, all mountains are under

1 800m altjtude. From the axis of the mountain range large river systems drain west, down a genty sloping plateau.

Almost all of the island lies north of the Tropic of Capricorn. The east coast and adjacent mountain range are under

the almost constant influence of the moist, warm south east trade winds, which ensures high year-round rainfall. The

wettest part of the island is the Masoala peninsula which receives over 4000mm of rainfall annually. West of the

dividing range total rainfall diminishes. Most rainfall occurs during the summer, and the wet season diminishes in its

duration from north to south. The driest part of the island is in the far south, where under 300mm per year falls on

average. This is the region where the amazing spine forest occurs which is the stronghold of the endemic

Didiereaceae family.

Temperatures are warm, and humidity is generally high year round on the island. However, on the upper parts ofthe
highest peaks frost is not uncommon. On the 2658m summit of the Andringitra massif in the south east of the island

(22.3'S,46.8"E), temperatures of-15"C have been recorded (Battitini and Richard-Vindard, 1972).

Some of the main carnivorous plant habitats occur in mountain grasslands, prairies and heathlands above 2000m

altitude. "..|n wetter locations, this prairie may resemble a peat bog with Sphagnum, Xyis, Eiocaulaceae and

Drosera. ln these peaty depressions the presence of Malagasy representatives of the South African and Australian

family Restionaceae (Restlo madagascariensls) may also be noted" (Battitini and Richard-Vindard,1972, page

1 66).



lhe native species of carnivorous plants recorded in Madagascar are described below, with their approximate

distribution given on the accompanying maps (Figures 1,3,4 and 6).

Drosera

Six species of sundew are recorded from Madagascar, of these only one, D. humbeiiiis endemic. The stent forming

annual D. rrrdica, and perennial D. madagascaiensis are also widespread in tropical Africa. The three rosetted

species, D. bu*eana, D. dielsrana and D. nafalensis are also widespread in southern Africa. The principal

references for these species are Exell and Laundon (1956), Obermeyer (1970), and Keraudren-Aymonini (1982) and

their approximate distribution is given in Figure 1.

Fiqure 1: Approximate Drosera distribution in Madagascar. Drosera humbertii is indicated by an

asterix; D. natalensls by horizontal lines; D. dielsiana and D. hufueana by vertical lines; D.

nadagascaiensls by diagonal lines; and D. indica by stipples. Note that in all maps the capital,

Antananarivo, 18.5"S, 47.3'E, is marked by a black square.

Drosera hurkeana

0t the three flat rosetted sundews on the island Drosera bufteana is the most easily identified. The spathulate

leaves of this species have a narrow, straight sided petiole which widens rapidly into an almost circular leaf blade

(Figure 2). Stalked retentive glands are absent on the petiole and so this species resembles D. rofundifolia or the

"Kansai" form of D. spatulata. Although it is widespread in adjacent southern Africa, D. bufteana is restricted to

upland wetlands on the central plateau near Antananarivo, lhe nation's capital city (18.5'S,47.3"E), generally

between altitudes of 1500 and 2000 metres (Keraudren-Aymonini, 1982).

Drosera dielsiana
One of the characteristics o( Drosera dielsiana is the narrowly tapered petioles of the spathulate leaves which are

largely covered with long stalked retentive glands. lt is very similar to the related D. natalensis but tends to occur in

higher elevation sites and has mainly been recorded on the central plateau ofthe island. This species is also found

in similar high elevation wetlands in adjacent south eastern Africa. ln cultivation the small pink flowers of this species

appear to require exposure to temperatures above 30"C to stimulate opening, or else the flowers remain closed and

self-pollinate.
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Fiqure 2: Drosera burkeana, illustration from Anon. (1984). 1. Plants approx 70% full size, refer size
to lcm scale bar; 2. open flower, enlarged, and, 3. almost orbicular leaf blade enlarged.

Drosera hunbertii
The only sundew endemic to Madagascar, Drosera humbeftii occurs only amongst the mountain heath vegetation on

the eastern summil of the Marojejy Massif (14.'l"S; 48.9"E), between 1400 and 2137 metres altitude, and flowers

between November and March (Keraudren-Aymonini, 1 982). lt was described by Exell and Laundon in 1 956. This

species mostly resembles a small form of D. capensls, with strap shaped leaves to 7cm long on an erect stem. The

scape is sparsely glandular-hairy and bears pale purple flowers. lt is unlikely that this delighful species is yet in

cultivation, but it would probably prove most amenable to the conditions of most carnivorous plant collections.



Drosera indica
The widespread Drosera indica is recorded from Madagascar and a large part of the adjacent African mainland

(Obenreyer, '1970). Given the adaptability of this annual species, it is likely to grow extensively in the catchments ol
west flowing rivers and perhaps, in open, disturbed land on the east coast. The gracile scrambling form on the island

has narrow linear leaves, to 5cm long which have long-stalked retentive glands on all but the basal 1cm of the leaf.

Three to sixteen pink-petalled flowers are produced on scapes to fifleen centimetres long, with mosl flowering

between April and August (Keraudren-Aymonini, 1 982).

Droser a madagascanensis
Despite its specilic name Drosera nadagascanensis is not endemic to the island, and is widespread in adjacent

tropical Africa. This stem forming species is recorded from the east coast of Madagascar and the headwaters of

easlflowing streams, at altitudes to 1600 metres. This summer-growing perennial has nanow spatulate leaves

several centinretres apart on an erect stem which may be up to 40cm tall. Characteristic features of this species

include the strong down-curving of finished leaves and the initially sharply down-curved base of the othenvise erecl

scape, which are produced between August and March (Keraudren-Aymonini, 1982).

D. natalensis
This narrowly wedge-shaped leaved species is recorded from mountain swamps in no(hern and central

Madagascar, up to 2400m, but extends to sea-level in the south east corner of the island. ln the wild plants may be

found in flower between September and January (Keraudren-Aymonini, 1982). As with the very similar D. dielsiana,il

also occurs in south eastern Africa. These species are so similar that it may be difficult to tell apart in the field. The

main characteristic is that of seed shape: D. nafalensis has black ellipsoid to fusiform seeds 0.5 to 0.6mm long by up

to 0.2mm diameter. ln D. dielsiana the seeds are ovoid, 0.3 to 0.4mm long by 0.2mm broad (Exell and Laundon,
'1956). ln cultivation both species readilycross (1. Snyder, pers. comm.'1998).

6en/isea
A single species of Gen/isea is recorded from Madagascar, and its approximate distribution is given in Figure 3. This

is the slender scaped species G. maryarelae which is also found in adjacent east tropical Africa.

Fiqure 3: Approximate Genlisea nraryaretae distribution in Madagascar

Genlisea margaretae is an evergreen, perennial species which is remarkably deep rooted, with its distinctive traps

up to 20cm below the soil surface. The scape rises up to 60 cm above the tight cluster of non-carnivorous leaves on

the soil surface, the upper part of which is densely glandular-hairy. The purple two-lobed flowers resemble that of the

closely related bladderworts; however the calyx is S-lobed. After flowering the pedicles bend downwards ffaylor,
1 991 ).

Utricularia
At least 18 species of bladderwort are native to Madagascar, all of which occur at least in adjacent Africa if not

further afleld (Taylor, 1989). They are likely to be concentrated in the swampy headwaters of rivers along the

drainage divide, as shown in the accompanying, approximate distributron map (Figure 4). The following account of

native species is taken from Taylor (1 989).

Fiqure 4: Approximate Uticulaia distribution in Madagascar. The majority of the native 1B species

are likely to be confined to the east coast and adjacent dividing range.

Utricul ari a appendicul a

This small bladdenarort is restricted to mountain swamps and wetlands, mostly between 1500 and 1860 metres in the

north and centre ofthe island. lthas been recorded in sphagnum bogs, damp sandy savanna, and marshes on peaty

soil. lt has a twining scape to 60cm tall which supports up to 8 white to pale yellow flowers. These are up to gmm

long. The bracts on the scape are attached only at their midpoint to the peduncle and are a distinctive feature of this

species.

Utricularia arenaria
This tenestrial bladdenvort has been collected at sites up to 2400m altitude, in swampy grassland, marshes and thin

wet sandy or peaty soil overlying rocks. lt is likely to be widespread in eastern Madagascar and along the central

plateau. lt has slender scapes to 20cm tall, with up to 8 small flowers. These have a small, yellowish upper petal, and

a larger purple to white lower petal with a yellow blotch on the palate. this species is very close to U. /lvida but the

base of the scape is hairy, with a relatively longer spur, and narrower leaves with a single vein.
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U tricularia bisgu am ata

The diminutive but delightful Ll. bisquamata occurs in central and north-western Madagascar, and has been

collected by strearns and in wet places from sea-level to 1200m altitude. The multiflowered scapes have small

fiowers with yellow upper petals and larger purple to white lower petals with a yellow splotch on the palate. This

variable species has very distinctive traps with bristle-like hairs in two groups, above and below the trap opening.

Uticularia caerulea

This widespread and variable terrestrial bladderwort occurs in the old world tropics, including this island. 0n

Madagascar it is nrostly recorded from low elevations, most probably on the east coast, but it is known from

subalpine wetlands up to 2100 metres altitude. This adaptable species grows in swamps, wet grasslands,

streamsides, wet, thin soil over rocks, and damp places generally. lt is variable in stature and generally has small

purple flowers congested near the top of the scape.

Utricularia firmula
This small, yellow-flowered tenestrial species is recorded atTolanaro (Fort Dauphin: 25.01"S, 46.59'E) and several

other sites with an altitudinal range from sea-level to 2100m altitude. lt grows in wet grassland and on wet mossy

rocks and may also be found in rice paddies. This distinctive species has a three lobed lower petal and a bright

orange patch on the Palate.

Uticularia foveolata
This small but widespread terrestrial bladderwort has been collected in wet soil, or under shallow water in wet

seasonal grassland and is probably restricted to the eastern third ofthe island. the small twining scape is up to 20cm

tall and supports 2 to 5 small purple llowers. These are up to 3mm long and are conspicuously widely spaced on the

flower stalk, and the pedicels are sharply recurved in fruit.

Utricularta livida
The commonly cultivated IJ. tivida grows wet bogs and shallow wet soil generally between 900 and 2830 mefes

along the dividing range. lt has been collected at such sites as Mount Ambositra {20.31'S; 47.15"E), Andringitra

(22.'l"S; 47.E) and Ampasimena (13.34"S; 48.03'E). This commonly cultivated species has a remarkable

distribution which covers tropical and southern Africa in addition to parts of Central and South America.

Uticulaia prehensilis
This tenestrial species with twinning scapes grows in bogs and wet grasslands from sea-level to 2300m and has

been recorded at lxonia. lt is likely to grow extensively along the east coast and dividing range. This species has a

twining scape, to 25 cm long which support up to 8 large yellow flowers. The wedge-shaped lower lip is up to 2 cm

long and has an elongated dome at its base.

Utrtculaia scandens
This species is very similar in habit and habitat to IJ. prehensilis, but is conspicuously smaller, and has been

recorded from sea-level to 2100 metres altitude. lt has also been recorded in shallow water, and has been noted at

Andrangaloaka. The erect to twining scape is up to 35 cm tall and supports up to 8 small yellow flowers which are up

to 'l.Scm long. The base of the lower lip has 4 inflated ridges.

Uticulaia subulata
The nrost widespread of the terrestrial bladderworts, lJ. subulata, is also a native of the island. lt has been collected

from sealevel to 2000 m elevation with most sites likely to be in the eastern and northern coastal plains and along

the central plateau. lt grows in wet sandy savanna, ditches, pool, stream and pool sides, damp shallow soil over

rocks, and damp places generally in low open vegetation. This species has erect, filiform scapes to 15 cm tall which

support several bright yellow flowers, or small white flowers which do not fully open.

U tricul ari a w elw itschii
The pretty purple flowered U. welwitschiihas been collected between 100 and 2200 m altitude, growing in marshy
grassland, in the area of Antananarivo. This terrestrial species has erect scapes to 50 cm long, which may support
up to 25 purple, rarely yellow, flowers. The purple flower forms have a green-yellow patch on the flat palate (Figure

5).

Fiqure 5: Uticulaiawelwitschii, grown by Eric Green. Drawn by R. Gibson. Scale bar = 1cm.

Aquatc Uticularia

Seven species of aquatic Uticulaia have been recorded from Madagascar: U. benjaminiana, U. cymbantha, U.

foliosa, U. gibba, U. inflexa, U. reflexa, and U. sle//aris. They are generally found in a range of aquatic habitats, from

deep water to mud and wet soil, in rivers, lakes and marshes.

Uticul aia benj anini an a

This medium-sized aquatic species occurs from sealevel to 1200m altitude, in water which may be a little brackish.

This large species has distinctively hairy stolons, which reach up to 50cm long. The much divided leaves to 1Ocm

long with 2, rarely 1, primary segments, and the ability to form tubers, probably in response to desiccation. The

widely spaced scapes are up to 25cm tall, with a whorl of short floats, to 2.Scm long, at the base. When the flowers

formfully, they have purple orwhite petals, with a blotch of yellow on the palate, and are up to 1.5cm across, with a

conspicuous spur. At times the flowers do not form fully, and may be present at the base of emergent scapes, or on

scapes which remain submerged.

Utricularia cymbantha
This minuscule aquatic species occurs between 900 and 1800m altitude along the dividing range. The stolons are

typically lo 1Ocm long with close-spaced leaf internodes. Each leaf has a short petiole from which furlher short

divisions are based. the emergent inflorescence is up to 1.5cm tall, with a single white petalled flower. The scape is

strongly reflexed in fruit.

Utriculaia foliosa
The large U. foliosa is distinguished from all other aquatic bladderworts by the figure I cross-section of its robust
stolons. Unlike all other species a second primary vascular bundle is present. The leaves are up to 45cm long, and

are much divided. the emergent scapes are up to 45 cm tall bearing up to 30 yellow flowers in which the upper and
petal are approximately the same size and shape.
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Utricularia gibba
The diminutive u. gibba is the most widespread of all the aquatic bladderwo(s, so its occurrence on Madagascar is

not surprising. lt is usually found at low altitudes but has been recorded at sites up to 2500m elevation. This species

usually only flowers when in shallow water. The thread like stolons are up to 50 cm long, with numerous leaves to 2

cm long. These bifurcate shortly at the end of a short petiole. The erect scapes are up to 10 cm tall and bear 1 to 3

snrall yellow flowers which have subequal dished upper and lower petals over an inflated palate.

Uticulaia inflexa
This rnediurn-sized bladdenvort grows in still or slow moving water, up to 1700m altitude, but most commonly at

lower elevations, and may be found in rice paddies. The stolons are up to 1m long. Utriculaia inflexais a medium

sized aquatic bladderwort with stolons to 1m long, The numerous leaves, up to 6cm long, are divided into 3 - 6

primary filiform segments, with numerous traps to 3mm long. The erect scapes, up to 30 cm tall have a whorl of 5 to

10 narrowly cylindrical floats near the scape base. Up to 16 white, pale purple, or very rarely yellow flowers are

produced which are densely covered with small, short gland{ipped hairs.

Uticularia reflexa
The adaptable and variable Uticulaia reflexa grows from sea-level to 2100m altitude. lt has been collected at

lmerina (lmerimandroso; 17.23"S, 48.3B"E) and Antananarivo, and often grows amongst other aquatic vegetation.

This small to medium-sized bladderuvort has stolons to 50cm long, bearing numerous much divided leaves to 3cm

long with 2 - 5 primary segments, with numerous traps up to 6mm long. The scape is often erect, but may also climb,

and is up to 18 cm tall. Up to 4 yellow flowers are produced from each scape, and have a smaller upper petal and

purple or brown veins on the palate.

lJticulariaslel/ans
This nredium to large-sized bladderwort typically occurs at low elevation, but has been recorded at sites up to 1 700m

altitude. lt occurs opportunistically in a range of open water environments, including rice paddies. The stolons are up

to 1m long, and support much divided leaves to Ocm long with 3 to 6 primary filiform segments. Uticulaia sfe//ans is

a medium to large sized aquatic bladderwort with stolons to 1m long. The leaves are up to 6cm long, with 3 to 6
primary filiform segments. The erect scapes are up to 30cm tall, with a whorl of 3 to B spongy ovoid floats, to 2 cm

long near the scape apex, or at least above the mid point. Up to 12 yellow flowers are produced, which have

approximately equal sized petals. This species is very similar to U. inflexa but is characterised by the yellow petalled

flowers, short, ellipsoid floats, fruitcapsule as long as the sepals and short style.

Nepenfhes
Both Nepenfhes species are endemic to the island. lronically Nepenthes madagascariensls was the first species of

the genus known to Europeans, with collections as early as 1658 by E. de Falcourt, the first Governor of

Madagascar, and was described in 1796 (Lecoufle, 1993). The second species, N. nrasoa/ensis was described as

recently as 1979. Despite the popular impression from distribution maps of this genus it is highly unlikely that the

species occur throughout the island, and are more likely to be restricted to the east coast (Figure 6).

Nepenthes madagascanensis
The large scrambling Nepenf/res madagascaiensls is distinguished also by its large funnel shaped pitchers.

Distinctive features of this species include the few but large nectar glands developed on the undersurface of the lid,

and the wedge-like widening of the free ends of the peristome just below the base of the lid. This species is well

known from grasslands and its ecology is described as a "liftoral species with affinities with plants in lndia or Malaya,

which are today endemic to Madagascar" (Battitini and Richard-Vindard, I 972, p. 1 59). lt is recorded on the east

coast, between Tolanaro (Fort Dauphin) (25.01"S, 46.59'E) and Toamasina (18.10'S, 49.24E), and flowers in

December, at the start of the wet season (James, 1 988)

Nepenfhes masoa/ensis

A climbing species from the rainforests of the Masoala Peninsula, at ca. 15'S, Nepenthes masoalensis has many

characteristic features. Aside from the different habitat and habit this species has smaller pitchers than N.

nradagascaiensis which are nrore cylindrical in shape, with a slightly restricted waist (Figure 7).
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Fiqure 6: Approximate Nepenlhes distribution in Madagascar. The range ol N. madagascanensls is

indicated by horizontal lines, and of N. masoa/ensis by stipples.

Aldrovanda
The widespread, monotypical Aldrovanda yesiculosa has been recorded in Mozambique, and a few other sites in

tropical and subtropical Africa (Obermeyer, 1 970). There is probably great potential for this species to occur in lakes

or slow moving streams on Madagascar.

Discussion
The 27 species of carnivorous plants native to Madagascar, with the exception of D. indica, appear to be

concentrated along the east coast and adjacent mountain range. From the range of all carnivorous plant species on

the island it is possible to speculate on their origin and aspects of their evolution. The two Nepenlhes species appear

to be palaeo-endemics, whilst the other species are probably relatively recent immigrants, which have dispersed

across the Mozambique Channel.

The distribution of this genus in Madagascar but not adjacent Africa has puzzled many naturalists who have studied

on the island, including the very well known Professor H. Humbert who, in 1959, wrote'it is rather difficult to

understand why one has Cycas, Nepenlhes and Cecops, endemic to the eastern coast..." and went on to speculate

that they "... should have derived from ancestors brought by currents".

The dishibution of Nepenlhes makes sense in a plate tectonic framework in which the genus evolved after

Madagascar had separated from Africa but was still adjacent to, or at least very close to the lndian sub-continent.

Nepenthes madagascariensis, N. rnasoa/ensls, and N. peruillei on the Seychelles, are most likely to be relict

populations of the genus which survive on still-emergent fragments of the once superconilnent Gondwana. The

paucity of species in the western part of the range may indicate that these species have very limited range of genes,

or simply that environmental conditions have been very stable since the populations became isolated.

It is unclear when Drosera humbediievolved and which species it is closest too. Chromosome counts and further

field observations would be most useful in more fully understanding this pretty sundew.

The famous Man-Eating Tree of Madagascar, described in 1860, captivated the imagination of all who heard about it.

To date it has proved to be a flight of fantasy, unless no one lived to tell the tale of firsthand encounters....
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Fiqure 7: Nepenthes rnasoalensis grown by Yves-Andre Utz. Upper and lower pitchers are shown, the large nectar
glands under the lid. Drawn by R. Gibson. Scale bar = 1cm.

Conclusion
Not only does Madagascar have an incredible flora and fauna, it has native carnivorous plants! Whilst the majority of

these are also found on the African mainland, three species are endemic. One day I would love to do lield work on

this amazing island.
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Native Carnivorous Plants Report Nathan J. Clemens

So many things have been happening about the cooler country of the Southern Highlands. I have been

exploring the various native carnivorous plant sites in the last few months, with some interesting results.

ln the dry and heat of the start of Spring, things in the natjve seftings were quite sad looking. The Drosera

binafa complexes and the D. spathulata sites in all of the areas were very stressed due to the sudden heat and

accompanying lack of rain. The whole bush in the Morton National Park at Bundanoon looked quite parched for the

time of the year, so it would only be a matter of time before I would spot the struggling Droseras in the dry ground.

The former colony of D. spathulata was almost non - existent near the Erith Coal Mine of the Morton, and the

Splragnum clumps had taken on a crispy appearance along their edges, owing to a noticeable decrease of the

seepage from the sandstone cliffs above. Back atthe Amphitheatre, the large D.binatavar. dichotoma f. extrema

('hanging Chandeliers' ) that hang upside down from wide ledges, were looking less so sprawling, as the scope of

dripping spring water from the sandstone cliffs had decreased somewhat. They were ahead of time though, due to

the early heat wave of the October to early November months. The Morton National Park area has a great deal of

sandstone soil, so it does rely on fairly constant cycles of rain in the warmer seasons.
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The D. binata var. dichotoma specimens in the Buddaroo National Park were doing quite well as this area

has a great deal more evening mists and always get the small amount of rain when it falls, being in the green 'Babe

country' of Robertson. The colonies at the Carrington Falls area were very robust as the water c0urses at which

they grow along were still flowing well. There are quite a few small clumps in little hummocks of detritus and small

perennials doing very well, as they were little islands at the edges of the streams. They had a surprising amount of

new growth, which always is renewed every Spring and Summer, after the dying back for the cold Winters. Some

were even near sending up flower racemes, in the first few days of November, which is not done until later in the

month and into December. This area really is very beautiful, and I urge any members that are passing through this

area to make it their business to see the falls and the whole Buddaroo National Park area for that matter.

Relief was to anive in the middle part of November, as the rain fell like buckets, hopefully boosting the vigour

of the thirsty Morton residents. They are quite fortunaie, for most of them do grow along the numerous spring and

seepage areas, with the exception of the D. pellafa stands that line the paths of sandstone and leaf litter, almost like

hedges! Most of these were fighting on in the dry, happily flowering after reaching their normal heights of 6 to 20

centimefes, depending on their light exposure. As the Ulriculari a dichotoma stands had not yet sent up their tall

flower stems, they were quite safe from the dry in early Spring. They tend to line the edges of the lush creek beds,

keeping the D. biinata colonies, that peep up through the native ferns, company. They also add a very beautiful

colour range of purple, pink and white along the low lying edges of the creeks.

We do have a strong and generous collection of Drosera, lJtricularia and Sphagnum colonies in the

Southern Highlands area, adding that interesting touch of twisted beauty to the otherwise harmless looking flora.

The Society lield trip participants in 1 996 can certainly attest to the generous range of our native carnivorous plants

The small sectjon on the carnivorous plants was very well done, with plenty of helpful advice and consumer

friendly labels, They had quite a few of the more obscure genera (for the general market that is) such as Heliamphora,

Brocchinia, Ceplra/ofus, Darlingtonia , and Pinguicula, The Cephalolus were certainly the largest that I have

ever seen, so I prompUy snapped up one of the largest for quite a reasonable price. All of the specimens for sale

were very healthy and obviously grown by people sharing the same passion for these plants. This was only a to be

a brief introduction to what I would witness over the next two days,

Early Saturday morning, my birthday, the 14th of November I was there in the thick of seventh heaven. All

around me were tall and proud Sarracenias, all vying for the major prize. Their owners were equally as proud! The

specimens 0n the competition benches were very robust, with some large clumps almost spilling out of their 500 mm

pots! The VCPS banner and signs were a true credit to the Society, ensuring that all attending would be fully aware

of their existence, which could have easily blended in with the spectacular surrounds. All above us drooling 'cpers'

were hanging air plants, reaching down from their large suspended branches and logs. ln the gaps, also perched

high, were bright green and crimson Bromeliads. There were a great deal of genera in for judging, with the

Pinguicta and Drosera specimens being very ornate amongst the tall Saracertia plants. Then, right before me,

stood the spellbinding Dartingtonia catifomicas. They buly are very magical plants, especially when they have

pitchers extending to the height of 50 cm or more. Some of them also had very full clusters of pitcher growth,

obviously the result of stolon activity over the years. I made plenty of new acquaintances, while at the same tjme

taking plenty of snap shots ofthe breathtaking specimens.

Collectors Corner had submitted the largest Cephalotus follicularis I have ever laid my eyes on. lt was a

buly giant plant, with all of the urns twice to three times the size of my thumb. I took a shot of this winner on the

Sunday, with my thumb next to it. The flower scape was also very thick and quite tall'

I also had the opportunity to purchase some of the member grown Sanacenias for sale. I just missed out on

a brilliant Sanacenia flava var. red fube / green /ldi which had the most burgundy coloured pitchers, toped off with

the bright yellow nectar roll and lid. Pure ecstasy for us Sarracenia loversl I was fortunate to obtain a S. flava var.

'copper lid' , as well as a tall S. rubra ssp. a/abamensis X S. rubra ssp. gulfensis, and this plant still had the ornately

plum red pitchers of last season, so I knew what it would look like with the second pitcher crop. ldeally I could have

purchased half of the sale area, but space in both the car and at home was limited!

On the second day all of the winners were standing tall and proud. The grand charnpion this year was a

very large 500 mm pot of the most perfectly marked Sarrace nia flava var. 'red neck' . The grower received one of

the last Venus Fly trap plates, as well as the grand trophy. Other winners were very deserving, especially the

gigantic Cepha/o tus follicutais submitted by Collectois Corner. A very impressive Darlingtonia califomica gol a

sad second, it having the most inflated low lying ruby topped pitchers I have ever seen. The photographic section

had some very interesting and creative winners, as to did the category of mixed display.

All in all it was a great show, and I do look fonrvard to returning one day. The members of the VCPS were very

helpful and friendly, the Annual Show is a true credit to their group of members. Such an annual event really does a

society well, as it couldn't be a better advertisement in the public arena.

Follow up on Practical fertilisation of Carnivorous Plants Denis Daly

Since reviewing my previous article on "Practical fertilisation ofcarnivorous plants"{11 I have concluded that it

would be appropriate to further clarify some of the points raised in that article. I his has prompted me to write this

follow up article.

V.C.P.S Annual Show lmpressions Nathan J. Clemens

'What a wonderful birthday present!" I ihought 2 myself. 'Attending the Victorian Carnivorous Plant Society

Annual Show at Collectors Corner, Victoria". As I had never been to Victoria to tour about, it made for a very exciting

idea. So, off Dave & I went to the wonders of that other state, know as Victoria.

We anived on the Thursday evening, after stopping a few days at Tumbarumba, as I was to tour about Trifid

park early the next morning. ln all of the heavy rain, there I was under the plastic bag custom fit & all to meet Donna

Clayton - Smith, the manager of Trifid Park. The set up was quite impressive, & with all of the wonderfully built igloos

my mind raced at the prospect of even having one one day. Better still, a glass house. Well, one can dream, can't

they? I certainly was. There were quite a few Nepenthes in the two heated igloos, and the igloo that housed the

Darlingtonias, Brocchinia reductas, and Heliamphoras had a very impressive system where the lrays holding the

capillary feed water were refrigerated from beneath. The Sarracenias were everywhere, with the exception of the

much sought after S. flava red tubelgreen /rd, one specimen that I am very eager to have in my collection. There

were plenty of various Sarracenia specimens, with the flowering Sarracenia rubra ssp. alabamensis pots being a

highlight for me. This is one species that I have a love for, just ask Jessica & Peter Biddlecombe! After I had been

shown around by the pleasant Donna, I ventured back into the pouring rain, and off to have a sneak peak at

Collectors Corner.

Well, what can I say? There I was, standing at the gates of plant heaven! Being a lover of most plants, this

place had it all, and in such perfection. You name it, ihey had it. From Orchids to cacti, they had them in very

impressive arrangements. A great deal ofthe Orchids were in flower, and the natural plantations of Cacti were very

awe inspiring. I had to take plenty of photos of the cacti, as my father adores them. Cacti to him are what

carnivorous plants are to all of us.



It is important to understand that the added nutrient concentration, used in my previous 3di6ls[1] u/35 [35sfl

upon Lubomir Adamec's 1990 experimentsf2] which was referenced to the dry weight (DW) of the substrate and not

to the volume of the substrate. lndeed in the table of major and minor nutrients (bottom of pase 23[111 and in the table of

lron and the trace elements (top ofpage 2al111 the quantity of nutrient (moles) required is referenced to the dry weight

(DW)of the soil.

It is also of equal importance to understand that the application of "slow release fertiliser" in Peter

Biddlecombe's field triall4l was based on soil volume and slow release fertiliser mass (weight) measurements.

I made a number of assumptions in order to translate Lubomir Adamec's results to the "layman friendly

reference" of amount of fertiliser to be added to a given volume of soil rather that to the dry weight of soil because

volume is a more convent measure to use when miiing pofting media and for comparison with Pete/s experimentl4l.

The assumptions, applied to the data presented in Lubomir Adamec's experimentl2l, are the manner in

which I relate dry weight (DW), water content, volume and resultant fresh weight (FW) of the substrate viz:-

250 g dry weight (DW) of fen soil contained 750 mL water, resulting in a fresh weight (FW) of 1 kg and had a

measured volume of approximately 2 litres, I scaled these results up to the more convenient reference of 1 kg dry

weight of fen soil having the following characteristics:-

1 kg dry weight (DW) of fen soil contains 3 litres of water, has a fresh weight (FW) of 4 kg and a.volume of

approximately 8 litreJ. A fresh volume to dry weight ratio of 8:1. Thus in Lubomir Adamec's experimentsl2], although

not explicitly stated, the quantity of fertiliser added per litre of fen soil was 1/8th of that used for 1 kg dry weight (DW)

of the soil.

As it was not possible for me to consider every conceivable type of soil or potting media, ii is possible that

some or all ofthe assumptions I made, could be invalid under other circumstances that I did not consider. (lndeed the

assumptions for soil cultivation must be modtfied when one uses pure sphagnum, see later.)

You should always refer to Lubomir Adamec's "slight fertilisation" concentrationl2] standard of I mmole of

nitrogen per kg (DW) of substrate and evaluate your substrate, water content, pot volume etc., etc., in a similar

manner that I outlined in my articbl11. You need to make some practical measurements, in order to verify that in your

specific case you do not apply a higher concentratjon of nutrients than that necessary to achieve a "slight

fertilisation".

To ensure thatthe mass to volume ratio is appropriate you need to take a measured volume offresh weight

soil, oven dry it, and then weigh it to establish a fresh volume to dry weight ratio for your potting mix. lf you find that

the mass to fresh volume (FV) ratio is significantly different that the 1:8 ratio that I used then you will need to adjust

the quantity of fertiliser in order to maintain the "slight fertilisation" standard in the pofting media or soil that you use.

(lf you are having problems/doubts as to calculating/conlirming your calculations I will be happy to assist il you send all details to me by

either snail mail. PO Box 87 Burwood, NSW 2134, Australia or email direct to me at dalymob@bigpond com)

Concentration of nutrient in the soil water

ln my articlelll lused a "simplistic hydroponic model" and assumed thatthe concentration in the soil water

represented the total nutrient added. This assumption would be most appropriate for hydroponic growing where the

nutrient distribution is homogeneous.

ln practice, when fertiliser is added to soil (or organic potting media e.g. peati a portion of the added nutrient will

be held 'bound up" in the colloids (usuatty ctays) of the soil (or organic matter) while no fertjliser will enter into

impermeable soil particles (o.g. sand, quaru) and as a consequence not all the nutrient added will be available to the

planls and the distribution of available nutrient in the soil will not be homogenous.

While the assumption of no absoipton and homogeneous distribution is over simplistic, it is useful as a first

order luatt park) estimate of the maximum quantity of nutrient that could be available to the plant. Trying to evaluate a

more precise model would have been a waste of time, given the many variable factors that would have been

involved and the impossibility of gathering sufficient data to commence. I must leave that to a research facility with

the resources to contemplate such a mammoth task.

ln practical terms the effective (and the danser level) of available nutrient will depend upon many things among

them being, the quantity of nutrients already present naturally, the added nutrient, the volume of the permeable

substrate, the cation (and, it any, anion) exchange capacity existing because of the colloids (clays) and organic matter

present, and the water content.

I cannot be certain wheiher Lubomir Adamec's experiments[2] represented an extreme case of the above

practical possibilities. However I suspect that they might be more inclined to be a typical case. I am convinced that

pure sphagnum or hydroponic culture is an "exkeme" case, as explained below. Thus I do not believe that it is

appropriate to consider any factor, such as substrate mass or volume, cation (or anion ... if any) exchange capacity,

alone without consideration of other factors, when determining the quantity of fertiliser that may be added and yet

maintain "slight fertilisation".

The extreme case of a simplistic hydroponic model is useful to ensure that the condition of "slight

fertilisation" is maintained when applying liquid fertiliser. lmpermeable particles and soil colloids, fortuitously act such

as to favour 'slight fertilisation". The impermeable particles, while incapable of absorbing nutrients, act to reduce the

amount of liquid nutrient retained per unit volume. The soil colloids, depending upon the amount of naturally

occurring "bound nutrients" absorb a portion ofthe applied nutrients.

Please note that care has to be taken when applying slow release fertjliser to avoid areas of nutrienl

concentration caused by not homogeneously mixing the slow release granules into the potting media or by not

providing sufficient "watering through" (or leaching). lndeed in my previous articlel1] at the bottom of page 25 I

warned that-

"The manufacturer of Osmocote recommends that any potting mix into which the Osmocote "slow release"

granules have been added should be used within 4 to 7 days or else the potting mix should be leached before use.

The manufaciurer also recommends reducing the fertiliser added by 20% if the granules are placed in heaps."

Sphagnum and Sphagnum rich potting media.

The use of sphagnum rich potting media is commonly used in the cultivation of carnivorous plants. Given

that sphagnum moss is 90 to 95% water cultivation in sphagnum rich mixes is virtually hydroponic cultivation. The

worst case assumption, of a nutrient concentration with none of the added nutrient absorbed by the substrate, was

influenced by the need to estimate of the maximum quantity of nutrient that could be available to the plants, in order

to ensure thatthe "slightfertilisation" is notexceeded under hydroponic or virtual hydroponic cultivation in sphagnum

rich mixes. ln this instance the disbibution of the nutrients could be said to be homogeneous (evenly mixed).

I further assumed thatthe sphagnum does not absorb any nutrient. Ofcourse this is not strictly lrue as the

sphagnum itself uses nutrients to grow. However, as the dry mass (weight) of sphagnum is small, and given that any

nutrient absorption is conservative (favours 'slight fertilisation'by nutrient removal), I feel that such an assumption is a

reasonable one to make. ln addition I assumed that the nutrient held in aqueous solution in the sphagnum's water

holding cells is available to other plants. Certainly experience tells us that the water in the sphagnum's 'water

storage cells" is and it is logical to assume so is anything dissolved in that water.

Sphagnum contains 95% water in its special water holding cells. Alternatively this fact may be expressed as

"sphagnum holds approximately 20 times its dry weight of wt1.1[3] in its water holding cells.
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ln addition up lo 42o/o of the sphagnum's volume (2.'16 litres ol surface water held by 5.15 litres ol sphagnum) may be

held as surface water in the interstitial spaces when in a potl3l Thus sphagnum in a pot can retain up to 60 times its

own mass (weight) of water.

ln the case of a sphagnum rich potting mix (i.e. approachins 100% sphagnum), the appropriate quantity of nutrient

to add, based upon Lubomi/s experiments[2], cannot be estimated by simply equating dry weights (DW).

From past measurements I made with sphagnuml3] I was able to calculate that 50 g dry weight (DW) of

sphagnum can hold around 950 mL water in its water holding cells, and thus has a imbibed weighi (IW) of 1 kg and a

volume of approximately 5.1 5 litres. Scaled up to a volume of 8 litres there would be around 1 .5 litres of water in the

water holding cells, and a imbibed weight (IW) of about 1.5 kg. letease note that the accuracy of the "ball park" anthmettc

reflects tho fact that they are indeed "ball park' estimates.)

Eight litres of fen soil has a dry weight of 1 kg and contains 3 litres of water and weighs 4kg wet, while 8

litres of 100% pure sphagnum contains around 'l .5 litres of water and thus has an imbibed weight (lW) of around 1.5

kg. The sphagnum mass is virtually all water but still there is half the water content in a litre of imbibed-sphagnum

then there is in a litre of the fen 5s;1[zl. gu1 6 litres of sphagnum can hold up to 3.36 likes of surface water[3].

Note that with this amount of surface water held by the sphagnum the air filled porosity would be zero and

the plant would drown. I have taken the conservative approximation of assuming that sphagnum surface is only

holding, on average, another 1.5 litres of surface water to make a total water content of 3 litres per 8 litres of imbibed

sphagnum. I have assumed that there is polystyrene (or pearlite, sand or peat chunks) in the mix in order to maintain

an acceptable air filled porosity.

Eighlitresofimbibedsphagnumhasaround3.63xS/5.150rs0me5.64 litresof airspaces1n11[1ll3l Reduce

that air space on average by 1.5 litres results in an average air filled porosity of 100x(5.64 - 1.5y8.0 or 51%. (once

again 'ball park' calculations to 'get a practicable grip' on the magnitude of the problem )

This average estimate of sphagnum surface water indicates that the 8 litres of 100% sphagnum contains

around 3 litres of water, the same as Lubomir Adamec's fen soill2l. Thus when the nutrient is applied as an aqueous

solution, approximately equal quantities of nutrient will be added to a given volume of sphagnum as added to the

same volume of Lubomir's fen soill2l.

What about the nutrient that the fen soil "locks up" and prevents from being available to the plants? I

assumed that the colloids in the fen soil used by Lubomirt2l would already have absorbed nulrients in their natural

state and would not absorb much of the added fertiliser. This assumption was verified as reasonable by Peter

Biddlecombe's "slow release fertiliser" growing trialslal.

One could try to "push up" the nutrient concentration and "push the plants" but besides the risk of overdoing

it and killing the plants there is no need as the plants will send out roots to mine for the nutrients. And lhere is always

the next nulrient application (tiquid fertitiser applications) or th€ next day for the slow release fertiliser to be released. The

plants are not in a hurry so stick to the "slight fertilisation".

A note on the size of carnivorous plant root systems.

No doubt everyone has heard that "carnivorous plant roots have, over time as they evolved carnivory, lost

the ability to absorb nutrients". The proof of this asseriion is demonstrated by carnivorous plant root systems being

small. Such "proof is a myth as many other relevant conditions such as the those mentioned in the following two

paragraphs are ignored.

That the root systems are small is not, in itself, proof of the postulation that carnivorous plants do not need to

or lack the ability to absorb nutrients from their roots. lf ample nutrients are available in the water flowing through a

site, the roots would not have to search (mine) for it so hard and the root system on a healthy plant could be quite

small. Alternatively if the plant is starved of nutrients (or even if one nutrient is limiting/missing) it will be incapable of

producing roots to look for them, continue living off its reserves and eventually starve to death.

lf the plant is kept in insuflicient light it cannot photosynlhesise and therefore manufacture the complex

chemicals necessary to nrake roots (and leaves, flowers, seeds etc), cannot get sufficient water and nutrients and

will slowly starve.

How do you know, without complex analysis, what is really happening? You don't. There is no such proof

either way.

moles and molarity ..... clarification and correction

It has been pointed out to me that it was inappropriate to use the abbreviation M as an abbreviation for the

basic Sl lSystdme tnremarionat d'Unirds) unit for "amount of substance" mole in my previous article[11. The conect

abbreviation for mole, recommended by the 1960 General Conference on Weights and Measures, is mol. lwhere I

used the abbreviation mM I should have used mmol and for pM the abbreviation pmol is the recommended fom.)

The abbreviation M is, by convention used as an abbreviation for the unit of concentration called molarity.

Molarity is used for concentrations of solution and is defined as the number of moles of solute per litre of solution

(solute ptus solvenr). Thus M is already moles per litre and in using mM/L I have inconectly implied moles per litre per

litre. I apologise for any confusion that may have arose as a result of my 'taking the liberty" to redefine M. (Note that

the solute is what dissolves into the solvent resulting in the solution.)

Thus in my previous articlell] corrections are necessary in the lastthree paragraphs on page 15 as shown in

bold italic fonf below:-

"One mole of a elentent, ion, molecule (no rnatter how complex it is) is its atomic, ionic,
molecular or formula rnass (weight), said to be (expressed as) grams. The atomic, molecular or

formula, mass is almost always expressed in relative terms called atomic mass units (nMU).

The relatively is referred to the oxygen atom which is deemed to have an AMU of 16.00.

There are 6.022045 x 1023 molecules (or atoms) in a nt'ole (m'ol).

The term mole is short for molecular, it is also often shortened further to mol rather
tharr mole. The sub units milli m.ole (l/lOO0 of a m.ole or m.nro[) and micro (p) mole (1/1000

of a nri-lli mole or pm'ol) are more appropriate to use.

One milli mole (mnrol) of a element, ion, molecule (no matter how complex it is) is its
atomic, ionic, molecular or formula mass (weight), saiil to be (expressed as) milligrams."

ln addition, in the tables on page 13, 25, 17 , 1 8, 1 9, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 27 all references to mM

should be replaced with mmol and pM with pmol. None of the logic or calculations are affected.

References:-

{11 DALY Denis, "Practical lertilisation of Carnivorous Plants" FlyTrap News Vol 12 No 1, July/AugusUSeptember, 1998, The

Camivorous Plant society of NSW, ISSN 1323-8159. pages 12 to 28.

[2] ADAMEC Lubomir, DUSAKOVA Karla, JONACKOVA Marcela. "Growth Eflech of Mineral Nutrients Applied to the Substrate or

onto the Leaves in Four Carnivorous Plant Species", Camivorous Plant Newsletter Vol 21 Nos 1 & 2, March & June 1992, The

lntemational Camivorous Plant Society.

[3] DALY Denis, Expenments with sphagnum moss. Unpublished.

J4l Peter Biddlecombe's '199//1998 growing trials. Unpublished.
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Rhizome notching....what is it qood for?
Nathan i. Clemens

"Rhizomenotching.....whatthehell isthat?" lhearfromavoiceinthedistancewail. Well letmetell you. lt

rs a technique that is utilised to encourage dormant buds of a Sarracenia rhizome to come into growth.

That way the plant that was the envy of all fellow collector's could be distributed for a mean price! Only

joking....seriously, atthe end ofthe day one can ensure that prized plant has identical back ups in case the dreaded

grey mould or pests kills the mother plant off. That is the conventional ideology behind this technique, I actually

utilise it as a means of producing a prize plant, that has even growth all the way around the rhizome.

At present I have a Sarracenia flava f . heavy vein that I notched in 1996, that now exhibits a full circle of

growth. The section of rhizome was only 5 cm long, with one growth point that had just began to divide after

flowering, when I first acquired it. For those that want compact and naturally bushy looking plants, this is the path for

y0u.

A few years down the track one then can divide this clump and then start againl 0r for a very spectacular

specimen,onecanallowtheseoffsetstoelongateandthennotchthem.....thatwouldbeasighttobeholdindeed. ln

a bog garden setting it would make for a very showy plant. I can think of a few sad stories where prize plants have

been gleaming with joy one minute, then a heap of wilted crusty objects (that were once prtcners) the next! lt now sends

a shiver down my spine for some of the beloved babies of mine that have met their sad demise in such a horrific

way....1 best pull myself together so as to get on with this article!

How and when does one do it? The best time of the year is the start of Spring, when the plant will be

geanng up for the growth period, for cutting the rhizome in Winier could inlroduce rot and fungal infection. One then

makes sure that you can get a clear view of the chosen rhizome section, which may involve removing some of the

growing medium aside, then pouring fresh water over it to clean it well. After checking that the oldest part of the

rhizome is still alive, which is done by simply cutting a small section off, then checking for a white, juicy exposed

area. lf not I recommend that you keep cutting so as to remove the old brown dead sections, for it is these that can

allow the 'grey death' to creep up on the live section. One then simply uses a clean and sharp implement to cut half

way into the live rhizome on a 45 degree angle. Repeat this on the other side of this cut, forming a v shape in the

rhizome. you can repeat this in intervals of about 5 cm along the rhizome, ensuring not to cut into the 5 cms or so of

new growth. Keep this newly exposed area free of growing medium, so as to encourage air circulation and good

sealing of the cut. ln a few weeks time you will see little buds forming at the sides of the v- shape cuts. ln time they

will take - off and eventually put down their own root system. Once you are sure that they are living independenUy of

the mother rhizome, you can give them new homes! 0r, in my case, just watch them grow along their merry way!

Another technique to encourage dormant bud growth is the removal of the old leaf bases. lt can be done

when one is repotting, thus being a simple part of cleaning the rhizome up. Quiie often when I remove the old leaf

bases from the rhizome in a sideway tearing fashion, I can see the dormant buds peaking from under these pitcher

bases. Once one removes all of the old bases all you have to do is wait for them to take off. lf it is done at the start

of the season when you are doing the Spring cleaning of your plants, you should be rewarded with plenty of new

developing offsets by the end ofthe growing season.

I hope that this article encourages many members to get out into their collections and try these methods out.

That way we will all soon have prolific pots of gorgeous Sarracenlas. Another bonus of these methods is the mass

of flowers in the single pot. The record for me in a 200 mm pot has been 15 flowers. This was a sadly missed

Saracenia X readii, a plant that was my very first and will always remain in my memory for ever morel Good luck to

all of those Sarracenia growers out there, and may victory be yours.

Some observations on the cultivation of Aldrovanda vesiculosa
Denis Daly

WARNING ...... Ultraviolet light

ln late October, early November 1 998 I linally got my Darwin form of Aldrovanda vesiculosa "going" in an

old aquarium on the front porch. Then the stalks and trap petioles started going red and the traps kanslucent.

After a few days when the plants did not seem to be growing I tried shading the sides of the aquarium with

paper sheets, as previously recommended by Lubomir Adamec{l1, to reduce the light. No improvement .... the plants

were gefting worse. Carbon dioxide injection did not improve things either.

I soon became obvious that if I did not do something quick I could, at least know what red I could call the red

plants. DEAD RED. My Aldrovanda yesiculosa f. Darwin was suffering a bad case of sunburn and death seemed

the likely prognoses.

I wondered if UV was the culprit as Australia is often affected by the ozone hole over the antarctic. Having

previously found lauring my investigation into UV sterilisation) that any sheet of "ordinary" glass (not quartz glass) or plastic

will stop UV I got an old piece of dirty glass sheet that I had in the back shed and using 40 mm thick polystyrene

blocks, placed on top of the aquarium under the glass sheet, made an umbrella over the top of the aquarium while

still allowing free air circulation to prevent the temperature in the aquarium rising to dangerous levels in the sun.

The plants recovered (new shoots tmm statk nodes) in around seven to fourteen days. Three weeks after placing

the glass top on the aquarium I cleaned it, thus exposing the plants to more light. No problems! The plants continued

growing well. Even some of the sunburnt parts that did not produce shoots initially did so after 8 weeks or so. The

carbon dioxide injection no doubt assisted a rapid growth progress.

ln the past all my plants in liftle boftles outdoors did befter then those in tubs. ln hindsight they were all

shielded by glass/plastic due to the small openings in the boftles and the PTFE rain umbrellas that I fifted over those

openings to stop the jars overflowing and the plants being washed out

ln the photograph, following on page 24, there are three pieces of 'sunburnt" Aldrovanda in various stages

of recovery. The one on the left is well on the way to recovery with a large section of new growth toward the rear of

the photograph. The plants in the cenke and on the right are not so far along in their recovery. But then the plant on

the left was not a badly burnt 1i.e. not as red as) the other two. (For reterence:- Th6 diameter ol the rod is 1.97 mm)

The red sections were grown and sunburnt before carbon dioxide injection was applied and thus the

internodal distances are greater than in those of the new growth when carbon dioxide was being injected.

It is of interest to note, in passing, that Chris Schell's experience has been that Darwin Aldrovanda
yesrcu/osa plants grown indoors have had larger internodal distances and traps than those grown outdoorsl3l. A

sample of Darwin form that I "got back" from Chris at the Christmas Party, is continued to grow indoors in a smalljar
in the same manner as it did for Chris. lt is now (1 B/1/99) 20 cm long and "pufting up" a flower scape.

Polystyrene deteriorates in UV and by comparison between the blocks (under the glass) and other polystyrene

fruit boxes that I had been using lor Aldrovanda cultivation I have been able to conclude that the glass is indeed

reducing the intensity of ultraviolet light.



Beware the summer solstice

Around the southern hemisphere summer solstice (22nd Decemberl lhe Aldrovanda vesiculosa f. Darwin

again started to go translucent and red (though not as extensively so as with the previous UV damage). The growing tips were

still green buttended to grown down ratherthan floaton top. Checking the polystyrene underthe glass hatindicated

that the glass was still blocking the ultraviolet light. Ultraviolet light was not the problem this time.

I immediately covered the glass sheet covered aquarium with 40% shade cloth and the plants recovered

within a few days lrecovery accelerated by carbon dioxide injection). Tho damage was not as severe as last time, probably

due to the fact that I was more alert to danger as it was high summer and I had been aware that Lubomir Adarnec

had observed that excessive light in summer could stress the plants.

Also, around that time, I had just received by email a scanned photograph of European 41f,rsv2nf,6l1) in a

natural habitat which revealed that while the plants grew in a brightly lit pond they were extensively covered with,

what appeared to be brown algae. lt was obvious that much of the light (including the UV component) reaching the

surface ofthe pond would notreach lhe Aldrovanda. There was no hesitation in shading the plants. Little did I know,

at that time, that many European Aldrovanda sites are exposed 16 full sun[41

There are two light related problems. The overall light intensity that anises toward mid summer being

excessive for Aldrovanda and excessive ultraviolet light that could result from ozone layer depletion, at particular

times, which, being invisible to humans, is the more insidious as it is not immediately apparent to the casual observer

and, as in my case, occuned in spring, when I would not be expecting to have to shield the Aldrovanda.

Tentative assessment of Aldrovanda vesiculosa and Light

Aldrovanda vesicu/osa while requiring bright light can be damaged excessive levels of electromagnetic
radiation (light). The initial indications of excessive light, if the increase is a gradual one, would seem to be the

growing tips growing down, presumably to get away from the light, followed by the older parts of the plant becoming

red and/or translucent.

However it should be remembered that plants suddenly going translucent and dying is also an indication of

water overheating.

It would seem that the adverse reaction to light, is more severe if the ultra violet light increases, but that

observation is not certain, as it is likely that there was a rapid and immense increase in ultraviolet light, resulting frorn

a sudden widening of the antarctic ozone hole in the southern hemisphere's spring in the last quarter of 1 998.

The Silver Lining

lf the exposure to excess light is not severe or sustained for long enough to kill the plants it would seem to

somehow disrupt the apical dominance and encourage branching. Certainly so with carbon dioxide injection. More

growing points .... more plant mass Eain.

Snip.... Snip..... SniP

When my Aldrovanda vesicu/osa starts to branch or when the plants become longish I get stuck into them

with a pair of scissors and chop them up to encoulage the dormant buds around each node. More growing tips ...

more plant mass gain in a given time. I must stop cutting all the "outside cultivated" plants to let some get big so that I

can see if they will flower.

Aldrovanda vesiculosa (ssp DaNin) from the collection of Denis Daly photographed on 13/1211998 by Denis Daly



Aldrovanda stolen by Birds for Nesting Material

When I added the UV shielding glass sheet I started to notice bird guano on it. I did often see a bird, an

lndian minor, on the top ofthe glass sheet and wondered what the silly bugger was up to, but othenvise I did not pay

much attention until Peter Biddlecombe menlroned to me that he had seen an lndian minor take Sphagnum and

Aldrovanda, presumably for nesting material. Be warned.

Aldrovanda and rapid pH changes when injecting Carbon Dioxide

During the spring of'l 998 I introduced another piece oI Aldrovanda fAustralian East Coast, in a floating net,

to the aquarium. lt did not survive. One possible cause for this may be due to the rapid change in pH that the plant

was subjected to when it went from a non carbon dioxide injected bottle to the aquarium with carbon dioxide injection

running.

However Chris Schellt2l advises that he has not found similar problems in transferring Darwin Aldrovanda

between different containers at different pH even from neutral to pH of around 6. But he was not using carbon

dioxide injection,

This assumption of the danger of a rapid change in pH being a problem is only a tentattve one and I am far

from certain that it is a problem. For example, another likely reason for the failure of the east coast form to thrive,

which cannot be ruled out, is that there is a difference in light requirements between the Darwin form and the east

NSW coastforms of Aldrovanda.

ln the interim until this is resolved and the value of instant pH change that an Aldrovanda can tolerate is

determined I advise adopting the following precautionary procedure:-

Let the brewer run out of sugar and thus gradually stop the carbon dioxide inlection, about a week or so

before introducing new plants to an carbon dioxide injected container to ensure minimal pH change for the

transplanted plant and then restart the carbon dioxide injection so that the pH slowly falls. The plants already in the

aquarium experience a gradual increase in pH as the carbon dioxide supply is cut off. My observations indicate that

this slow pH change is no problem lor Aldrovanda f. Darwin if one simply lets it happen as the yeast and sugar

brewer runs out of sugar and the carbon dioxide supply slowly dwindles.

Alternatively place the new plant in another container and establish carbon dioxide injection in that container

before transferring it.

Do not take Aldrovanda plants that you are trading or selling from a carbon dioxide injecied container

unless you have ceased injecting carbon dioxide for a week or two before to let the pH return to around 7.0.

Relerences:-

l1l private email conespondenco with Lubomir Adamec.

[2] discussions with Chris Schell at Chnstmas Swap mo€t 13/12/1998.

[3f companson between pieces of the same clone of Danvin A ldrovanda vesiculosa that Chns Schell and I have grown separated for ovet

a year at Chnslmas Swap meel 13/1211998.

[4] email of 1 1/1/99 from Lubomir Adamec.

Bundanoon Update Nathan J. Clemens

So many surprises have been presented to me since the start of Spring, that I have so much to share! All of

my carnivorous babies have been presenting themselves in their best light yet.

Owing to all of the warm weather early in the season of Spring, a great deal of my resting plants really took

off. The Sarracenias were a real treat this year. The many frosts of Winter made sure that they had a great

dormancy period, so when they awoke they threw out many flowers of the most vibrant colours. One specimen, that

IthinkisanS.flavahybridofanall greencolour,putoutthemostflowerslhavehadinthelastfiveyears. lnall their

glory the ten lemon flowers, captured in a 200mm pot, stood upright, as if to say "look at me!". Look I did with utter

glee.

All of the plants that flowered the previous year really jumped out of their pots of live Spfiagnum, sending

twice the amount this time 'round. I have always believed that a good freezing at least a few times over Winter

makes for very healthy Sarracenia collections. Elsewhere the sown Sarracenia seeds that were planted on live

shopped Sphagnum all germinated with at least 90% success.

My Flytrap Company seedlings now boast miniature pitchers of 9cm tall. I have thern in live Sphagnum

mixed with Vermiculite, as I believe they tend to grow faster in such a medium. My plants grow in full sun, situated in

a wide black plastic lined wooden frame, filled with rain water & numerous water creatures frolicking in the

accumulated sludge. When the water levels get low, I simply top it up with my collected rain water. With the recent

rainfall of November, it has had a very constant water level, making things all the more easier.

I had a very pleasant surprise in the first week of December. Upon checking a second season pot of live

Sphagnum that I transplanted Sanacenia flava var. rugelli & Sarracenia rubra ssp. alabamensls seedlings into, I

spied atleastseven to ten tiny Byblis liniflora seedlings sparkling amidstthe green Sphagnum. This very potwas

the home of the two parent plants from last season that I had allowed to self seed into. I had very slim hopes of

these seeds surviving the Winter chill, so I used this pot for the mentioned Sanacenia seedlings that had germinated

in early Spring.

So these Byblis seeds went through several decent frosts, with no chemical trealrnents, or the boftom heat

that I had used for the parent plants. Next year will be the true test as to whether this is a certain way to break

dormancy. I am thrilled to say the least, as I had given up hope for the other numerous seeds perched upon the

fluorescent light ballasts. At the time of writing they still sit there like spilt pepperl

My Drosera regia,from the gorgeous Jessica & Peter Biddlecombe, has been growing very well, & in early

October I spotted a flower raceme peeping from within the coiled growth. After loosing my previous plant to the heat

of the hot Summer sun, I now grow it on the eastern side of the house, so as to hide from the heat of the midday sun.

At present the latest leaf to unfurl measures at 33 cm long. I look forward to it flowering well, & so far the raceme is

growing steadily.

The tell tail signs that appeared before the death of my previous specimen are fully absent. A major sigh of

reliefandplentyoftouchingofwood!! Thesignsinmycaseweretherustlikestainsonthenewgrowththatdistorted
it to the point of it eventually turning black. At the base of the pot the peeping roots began to rot away, & when I

finally unearthed it the whole root system was hollow & very spongy.

So, all D. regia growers ensure that your pots are out of the hot sun during the warmer months, as this

species tends to resent any heat build up around their roots. I have gone to a furlher protective measure of inserting

styrofoam sheets down the entire inside of the plastic pot, so as to reflect any heat to the roots, & act like an esky. I

had applied it to my Darlrttgfonia califomica, for the heat of the 0ctober month had me very concerned for its well

being. The live Sphagnum moss has almost covered the ends of the styrofoam, so one is not aware of the unsightly
white stuff around the pot!

I have been experiencing some problems with the excessive amounts of the native hovering bees. Ever
since the very first pitcher opened on my Sarracenia flava var'cut throat', they have been filling them to the brims.

Now I have been cutting back the pitchers of the first growth burst, as with all of the rainfall and excessive prey they

:il: 
O.r. bending over at the rofted section. I am fortunate that there have been more to replace the renroved



It is a shame though, as some of my Sarracenia flava specimens were sporting very even and lush growth.

This would be one of the down sides of the outdoor culture of Sarracenias, apart from the highland winds in the

August and Sepiember months. With the cooling weather of the last few days, there has been a decided drop in the

number of these very annoying creatures. The one species that have been enjoying these nectar grabbing pests is

the Dionaea muscipula. They have been snapping them up and getting very early season food. They are now in

flower, with plenty of stems sitting above the hungry mouths!

A few of these bees have been getting trapped in the Drosera binafa clumps, so they too have been happy.

They are about to come into flower as well. Whilst on the subject of Droseras, I followed the instructions that

Philippe Reyter gave for the vegetative propagation of Drosera filiformis, in Flytrap News, volume 11, number 3,

1 998. I am pleased to report that it was a great success, with a 99% rate of takes.

I used live chopped Sphagnurn moss, mixed with a touch of Vermiculite, and placed them on the top of my

light ballasi. The temperatures reach 28 degrees on the top of this, so they took very easily, These little plants have

been putting out plenty of new vigorous growth, along with strong root systems.

Both the subspecies lraycii and filifornis had similar success. As I have never been able to raise either of

these from seed, this is a sure way of obtaining additronal plants without having to break up clumps. lt also avoids

any disturbance to the adult plant, as one simply tears the restrng bud leaves from the plants as they start to put out

new growth.

The last lot of exciting news is the final emergence of the very first adult pitcher on my Helianphora

heterodoxa. I have only waited two years for this moment, so one can imagine my excitement once I spotted the

embryonic leaf emerging. lt is now fully opened, wilh a very large & deep nectar spoon.

The second pitcher has just emerged from within the growth slit, so it will take on a balanced look before

long. lt also has quite a few offsets that should send up their mature pitchers within the next year or so.

My Heliamphora nufans has a second raceme up with the white flower to emerge any day. The first

raceme's old flowers (which really are sepals around the reproducuve organs) are still intact, so it really makes for a cute

display. At the moment this specimen is growing outside on the eastern side of the house, against the wall, so that it

isshadedagainsttheheatofthemiddaysun. ltcurrentlysitsinaverysmall amountofrainwater,andldomistit
every second day or so.

My Hetiamphora ninor X Heliamphora heterodoxa specimen is now sitting in the indoor terrarium, after

beingoutsidenexttolhe H.nutans,butithasgrownalittletoolargeforifsformerhome. Thishybridreallydoes

divrde a great deal, almost to the point of each new pitcher iunction sending out a pup. lt really is a tough plant, and I

feel that it grows even tougher in the morning sun, developing great sized nectar caps & plenty of colour. The

Heliamphoraminorseedlings, obtained from this society, are doing very well. Some of them have great colouration

of the deepest burgundy, whilst others have apple green pitchers with red outlines. They live in the terrarium,

receiving 16 hours under two fluorescents. They enjoy a daily misting as well as one tenth strength fertiliser every

second week.

Well, that is all I have to tell of the happenings in my little carni' world, set in the misty hills of Bundanoon. I

hope that this article has shed some hints on how one can cultivate our beloved plants in differing environments, as

well as inspired others to embark on the various species discoveries I have found myself on from time to time. I

have always tried to grow my plants from trial and error, and I believe this to be the bestway to tackle any problems

or uncertainties. Good luck to all of my fellow carnivorous plant growers, & may all of your plants grow to great

heights.


